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ABSTRACT
The SPECTRANS-2 code is written for comparison and evaluation of 
neutron spectra computed or measured by different techniques. The code cal­
culates the spectra in 48 predetermined energy intervals indepedently from 
the original interval distribution of the input spectra. The code computers Kerma 
and Dose-equivalent spectra as well as dose fractions and average energies 
from the standardized neutron spectra. It can interpolate the leakage spectra 
for one intermediate thickness between two known thicknesses of a shielding 
material as well as the reading of any kind of dosimeters. The calculated 
spectra are written on a library tape and draw by an off-line plotter.
KIVONAT
A SPECTRANS-2 program lehetővé teszi különböző módon számított és 
mért neutron spektrumok összehasonlítását és kiértékelését azáltal, hogy függ­
vényinterpolációk segítségével a spektrumokat egységesen 48 energiainterval­
lumban adja meg. A program standardizált neutronspektrumokból kerma- és dózis­
ekvivalens spektrumokat, valamint dózishányadokat és átlagenergiát számit. 
Interpoláció segítségével meghatározza egy kivánt vastagságú védőrétegen át­
haladt neutronok spektrumát, ezenkívül felhasználható doziméterek jelzésének 
számítására. A spektrumokat könyvtárszalagon rögzíti és egy plotter segítsé­
gével kirajzolja.
РЕЗЮМЕ
Программа SPECTRANS-2, производящая методом интерполяции стандартное 
представление нейтронных спектров в 48 интервалах энергии, дает возможность 
сравнения и оценки спектров, вычисленных и измеренных разными методами. Из стан­
дартизованных нейтронных спектров программа вычисляет спектры керма и бэр, а 
также процент дозы и среднюю энергию. Программа, с помощью интерполяции, опре­
деляет спектр нейтронов, кроме того, можно использовать расчеты, произведенные 
по показаниям дозиметров. Спектры записываются самописцем и на магнитную ленту.
1I, Introduction
Neutron spectra calculated or measured by the different 
methods described in the literature can often be compared 
to each other only with difficulty and U8ed for evaluation 
of dosimeters, because they refer to different values; for 
instance У (E) or У (u) etc*
The SPECTRANS—2 code, designed to simplify work with 
the spectra, makes a neutron spectrum library by 
standardizing neutron spectra from input spectra of 
different forms. The code also calculates kerma and dose- 
-equivalent spectra as well as dose fractions and average 
energy. The program can compute the leakage spectra for a 
given intermediate thickness between two known thicknesses 
of a shielding material /if these spectra are on the library 
tape/ on the assumption that the attenuation is exponential 
in the whole energy range. The reading of any kind of 
dosimeters can be calculated reading both the standardized 
response of the dosimeter and the leakage spectrum from the 
library tape.
After each computation the spectra are drawn by an 
off-line plotter. The original and standardized spectra 
as well as the calculated data are available from the 
spectrum library.
II. Description of standardizing
The first task is to make a standardized spectrum from 
the input spectrum. This is done by Lagrange and linear
interpolation. In each standardized energy interval the 
program determines both interpolations, compares the results, 
and the result that approximates the input function better 
in the given interval is used for the further calculation. 
Lagrange interpolation
The function which is to be approximated, denoted by 
f/х/, is defined in the interval [x-^  ; x . If xlt...,xn 
lire different optional base points then the Lagrange 
polynomial is
i  -tt"
p/x/ f/x*/ • Я, uk-1 is 4 *li *(,
L Ф *<
Generally it is not necessary to know the P/х/ polynomial
Tl 1in its explicit form aQ + a.jX + a2x + ... + ап-1х ♦ 
the knowledge of its values at ra discrete points 
(][ , ...Bm) is enouSh» A11 algorithm for computer
calculation of the P/х/ values /here called А/ is given 
in [lj .
In Eq. 1/ P/х/ is a Lagrange polynomial of degree 
/п-l/ and has /п-2/ extremes. The positions of these 
extremes may all be inside the ^x^ ; xnJ interval. In that 
case, if f/х/ has less thcui /п-2/ extremes the interpolating 
polynomial is not a good approximation to the original 
function but oecillates. This happens, often, especially 
when f/х/ is monotonous in a large interval within 
[*1 * xn] # osc^llati°n increases when the value of 
I max f/х/ - min f/x/| in an energy interval jx^ ; xßJ - 
or the energy interval itself - is large. Sometimes the
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value of Р/х/ will be leas than 0, despite the fact that 
x1 > 0 and f/х/ > 0 in the whole jx]L ; xj interval. 
Linear interpolation
This interpolation results in large error when an extreme 
lies between xi and xk, but gives a good approximation if 
the function is monotonous and changing only slowly.
The standardizing procedure
To avoid the difficulties mentioned above the following 
procedure is utilized.
Let f/х/ represent an input spectrum T /и/. f/x/> 0 
for each x owing to its meaning. If the input spectrum is 
f /Е/ or it is given in a different manner, then it is 
converted by the code to 'f /и/. This results in the value 
of I max f/х/ - rain f/х/1 being small, and x^ « lo®ioEi 
is used instead of to decrease the length of the
[ X 1  5 xn] interval*
The standardized output spectrum ¥7u/ is denoted by 
g/|/. This is a combination of three different approximate 
functions:
a/ gj(^) computed by algorithm A using six base points.
These points /xlt x^, x^, x^, x,., Xg/ are chosen on
L/х/ « f/x^y + 2/
where
xi x xk
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the basis of the conditions:
|Xi4-?k| * |!k-*il  i'1,2,3,4,5
*2 H  *5 *Ce*g*  ------ |-- 1— I— 1--- 1----(-4—
 ^к
b/ &2[\) calculated also by algorithm A but for four 
base points.
c/ *3«) computed by linear interpolation.
The combination is carried out in two steps.
1/ g(l*]must be greater than 0 in the whole £х^ , xnj interval. 
First of all & i[\) * &2 (Д) * g3l^) mU8t be greater than 0. 
It is obvious that values of are greater than zero
/because of f/х/ > 0/.
The code tests values of g2 (|) ln each point step by 
step if some of the values is less than 0, then it will 
be replaced with value of 8>3 (\) , /e.g. &2 [% to) ш вз(?ю)/
the negative value is omitted. Similarly if values of 
g ^ ^  j are less than 0, then the code replaces values of 
values of g2(|) •
Consequently g1(^ f) » S2 (^ ) and 63 ) will be greater
them 0 in the whole £x-^  , xnJ interval. In the following 
step these modified functions are used.
2/ The number of neutrons calculated from f/х/ and g(^] 
must be equal to each other in each subinterval and in 
the whole interval, too. Therefore value of g(^ci)
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/ cx increases from 1 until m/ is tested for eaoh #
Let us introduce the following expressions
k-4
St = X. -f (*i) (*i+i * *i) which gives the nuirber
i = 1
of neutrons in Jx^ , x^J interval /see Pig. 1/ and
j
ss = Z  9-(ii)(Su,-5 l) which gives the numberг -1
of neutrons in ) ^j+ij interval*
j and к are calculated from t
let x^ be the nearest to 'fj and x^ > ^ • as well as 
if 0 < < 4 then > 4
if 4 < oc then jei+i and
if <x nm then j*m
6To reach the best approximation of f/х/ the deviation 
between Sp and Sq must be small, therefore that value 
is chosen for g(l|ofrom among values of g^ (l§ «*) * *2 (^)
or g^[|a ) with that the value of j Sp - Sq | will be the 
smallest.
III. Users* manual
The work name of the program in the CRIP is DPSC.
Program language: ICL-1900 FORTRAN
/This version of FORTRAN differs from ANSI-FORTRAN. T'he 
differences which were used by SPECTRANS-2 can be found 
in [б ] ./
Peripherials: 1 tape reader 
1 line printer
3 magnetic tapes: 1677 DPSC-Library
/this tape was opened on 15th January 1972. 




/The description of the plotter code is 
given in [5] . The subroutine DPP for 
drawing a coordinate system is built up 
from the usual plotter subroutines [7] •/
A core of 25200 words is needed.
The longest running time for an operation is about 3 minutes. 
The code can carry out nine different operations with dif­
ferent input and output data. These modes of operation are 
listed as follows.
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The modea of operation
1« The first mode of the operation is denoted by RUH«
Ite tasks are detailed as follows.
1.1. It transforms the input spectrum which may be given 
in five different forms into Y /и/ epectrum.
1 . 1 . 1 .  Y / Е /  Y / U j /  * У / Е $ /  . E t
1.1.2. Y /и/
ny
1.1.3. Y /иг / Where GY means the length of the
lethargy interval 
T/u±/ - r(uGY) / GY
1.1.4. P/En/ is the number of the neutrons in 
an energy interval of arbitrary length
Y K )  =_ FtEj.l'lEj. • EiH 
Ein -  El
TH - 0.468 *  TH* /see Appendix 1/
TH* is the number of the thermal neutrons.
TH means the thermal flux per unit lethargy.
1.1.5. If the spectrum is given by the Abagian
system, then the calculation method is the 
same as in 1.1.4. but the transformation 
factors are incorporated in the code.
/see Appendix 2/
1.2. It makes the standardized spectrum in 48 predeter­
mined intervals in terms of Y /и/ /see II./
1.3. It computes the following data:
1.3.1. У/E/ spectrum Y /E^/ = Y (^к ) /Efc
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1.3.2. kerma spectrum 
К/Ек/ - У/Ек/ . Сх
К/ик/ » К/Ек/ . Ек
1.3.3. Doee-equivalent spectrum D/Ek/ s Y/Ек/ # С2
D/uk/ - D/Ek/ . Ек
Where Сд^  and C2 are the conversion factors 
from flux to kerma and dose-equivalent,
/see Appendix 3/
1 .3.4. Normalized T /и/ spectrum
Z У M
Where the denominator is called the normalizing 
factor.
1.3.5. Normalized K/u/n and D/u/n spectra. These 
normalizations are done by the manner described 
above.
1.3.6. Thermal kerma and dose-equivalent:
THK » -22—  * 8.27 * 10~12 and
0.468
THD » -22—  *■ 10 9, respectively.0.468
1.3.7. The dose fractions by the following method:
If DL/K/ is the length of the lethargy
^8 /interval and S *= Z. D ) • DL(K) /It means 
the sum of dose without thermal dose/ as well as 
ST s S + THD /sum of dose with thermal dose/
10 -
then the normalized dose-equivalent spectrum




with the thermal dose
D(uk ) . DI»(k )
RDET/K/ - ---------------
ST
In the latter case the normalized thermal 
dose-equivalent is THD/ST
The dose fractions are computed by the under­
mentioned expressions in £ею , En j intervals 
without thermal doses with thermal doses
 ^ h
I  RDE/K/ I RDET/K/
1*3.8, The flux fractions. These are calculated in 
the same manner as the dose fractions with 
thermal dose described in the previous 
paragraph.
1.3.9* The average energys
48
£_ TH •* 0.0252 + ^  УЧ^-к)* Er 
TH + ’jr Г (u k)
The energy of the thermal neutrons is taken 
as 0.025 eV in the thermal equilibrium case 
from the Maxwellian distribution.
1.3*10. The normalized У’(и)^и as well as normalized 
D(u]*du spectra /also thermal neutrons are 
taken into account./
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1.4. The normalized Y /\х/п , K/u/n and D/u/n spectra
are drawn by an off-line operated plotter.
1.5. Input data
The input data must be given in records.
1.5.1. The first record contains the word RUN in 
A8 format.
1.5.2. The first eight characters of the second 
record /format 10А8/ contain the spectrum 
identification number. A short information 
about the spectrum may be placed in the next 
72 character positions. Both this text and the 
identification number will be written under 
each figure which are drawn by a plotter as 
detailed in 1.4.
1.5.3. The detailed information about the spectrum 
may be written in the next five records /3-7/ 
in 10A8 format.
1.5.4. The eighth record contains N, Kl, KN /format 310/ 
N is the number of the input points of the flux 
(б < N < 200) if the input spectrum is given
in terms of 1.1.1., 1.1.2., 1.1.3. or 1.1.5.
In case of 1.1.4. N <  0 but 1NI is equal to 
the number of the input points.
Kl, KN: Serial numbers of the standardized 
energy points. The interpolation begins from 
K1 and is terminated by KN. Arbitrary values 
may be given to K1 andKN in the input list, 
provided the condition 1< KlfL [KN|£48 is
12
fulfilled.
/If KN < 0, then no plot will be at all./
Let EIN/I/ be a variable which gives the 
energy base points of the input spectrum 
/in eV/ in increasing order as well as ESTAND/K/ 
means the set of the standardized energy points.
If ESTAND /К1/< EIN/1/, then the current value 
of K1 is increased by 1 until ESTAND/Kl/> EIN/1/. 
Similarly, if ESTAND/KN/>  EIN/N/, then KN is 
decremented by 1 until ESTAND/KN/< EIN/N/. If 
ESTAND/Kl/> EIN/1/ and ESTAND/KN/< EIN/N/, 
then the calculations described above are made 
in the energy interval ESTAND/K1/ •—  ESTAND/KN/.
1*5*5. »The record 9 contains the variable ZZ /format F0.0/ 
If ZZ > 0, then both EIN/I/ and F/I/ must be
given in input list. If ZZ < 0, then only F/I/
must be specified, in this case the previous 
set of EIN/I/ will be used in the calculations. 
Variable F/I/ gives the input spectrum which 
may be given in five different forms /see 1.1./.
1.5.6. In the following 2N+1 records the variable 
EIN/I/, TH andF/I/ are placed /format FO.O/ 
if ZZ > 0 and N > 0.
If ZZ > 0 but N < 0, then 2N+2 records are
needed because variable EIN/I/ has N+l different 
values /the limits of the energy intervals/.
The order of the variables should be EIN/I/,
TH and F/I/ as in the previous case.
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If ZZ < 0, then only TH and Р/I/ are given 
therefore only N+l records are needed.
1.5.7. Variable Z is in the next record /format Р0.0/ 
According to the type of the input spectrum 
detailed in 1.1. values of Z may be*
Z < 0 in case of 1.1.1.
Z > 0  " 1.1.2., 1.1.3. and 1.1.5.
Omit this record in case of 1.1.4.
1.5.8. The next record contains the variable GY. 
/format Р0.0/
Values of GY may be:
GY: arbitrary in case of 1.1.1.
GY * 1.0 in case of 1.1.2.
GY equals the lenght of the lethargy interval 
in which the input spectra is given in case 
of 1.1.3.
Omit this record in case of 1.1.4.
GY * 0.77 in case of 1.1.5.
1.5.9* Values of variable IPGS given in the next 
record /format 10/ may be:
IPGS e 0 if only the flux spectrum is to be 
drawn.
IPGS * 1 if all the spectra given in 1.4. are 
to be drawn.
1.5.10. The last record has two variables KU and KUK 
/format 210/
If IPGS « 0, then neither KU nor KUK are 
needed.
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If IP0S - 1, then value of KU and KUK must 
be given.
KU regulates the grades of the linear scale 
of the Г (u)n axis as well as KUK does the 
same on the common axis of the K/u/n and D/u/n 
spectra, /see Appendix 5/ Both KU and KUK may 
be equal to 1, 2, 3» 4, 5, 6 or 7, when the 
first grades on the linear T /u/n , K/u/n and 
D/u/n axes are equal to 0.2, 0.1, 0.05, 0.04, 
0.025, 0.02 or 0.01, respectively.
If KU or KUK is identical with 0, then the code 
itself chooses the appropriate grade of axes. 
The values of KU and KUK are independent from 
each other.
1.6. Output data those were calculated and mentioned from
1.3.1. until 1.3.10. are printed by a line printer.
A sample is presented in Appendix 4.
2. The second mode of the operation is denoted by ADD.
It makes Just the same tasks as the mode RUN but in 
addition it writes the following data on the library tape: 
identification number and comments about the input 
spectrum, the input spectrum in its native form and the 
standardized spectrum as well as the normalizing factor. 
The first record must be the word ADD /format А8/ in the 
input list. The other records must be composed in the 
same way as it can be read in 1.5.
Output data are the same as in 1.6.
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3. The third mode of the operation is denoted by PLOT.
3.1. It reads the original and the standardized neutron 
spectra from the library tape, prints out these 
spectra by a line-printer. Only the flux spectrum 
will be drawn by an off line plotter.
The input list must be given in the following form:
3.1.1. The first record contains the word PLOT, 
/format А8/
3.1.2. In the second record the identification 
number of the spectrum is placed /format А8/
3.1.3. The record 3 contains the variable IPL6T 
/format 10/
IPL0T - 0
3.1.4. In the fourth record the variable IP0S is 
placed /format 10/
IPOS « 0
3.2. If all the data which can be computed by the mode 
RUN /see 1.3. and 1.4./ are needed, then the modified 
version of mode PLOT must be used. In this case both 
the original and the standardized spectra will be 
read from the library and the code calculates the 
required data as it is written in 1.3. It runs with 
the following input list:
3.2.1. The first record contains the word PLOT; 
/format А8/
3.2.2. The identification number of the spectrum must 
be given in the second record, /format А8/
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3.2.3» The third record contains the variable IPL0T 
/format 10/ IPL0T-1
3.2.4. The next two records are identical with 1.5.9. 
and 1.5.10.
3.3. Output data for the first mode of operation named
PLOT can be seen in Appendix 6, output data for the 
second mode are the same as in 1.6.
4. The fourth mode of the operation is denoted by EDIT.
The original and the standardized spectra of the library
tape will be printed by a line printer. The input list
has only two records:
4.1. The first record contains the word EDIT, /format А8/
4.2. The identification number must be filled in the 
second record /format А8/.
4.3. If it is required to write out the whole content of 
the library tape only one record is needed namely 
the word L0NGEDIT /format А8/.
4.4. A sample of output data is presented in Appendix 6.
If the spectrum was written by operation named FTAPE 
on the Library, then only the output spectrum would 
be printed.
5. The fifth mode of operation is denoted by LIST.
In this mode the program writes out only the identification
numbers and the comments about the spectra from the tape.
5.1. If it is needed to get a total list of the content
of the library then the input list must consist of only 
two records and the word LIST must be placed in both 
records, /format А8/
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5.2. If one wants to know the content of the library tape 
only from a spectrum given with its identification 
number, then the records of the input list are:
5.2.1. The first one contains the word LIST.
/format А8/
5.2.2. The identification number must be given in 
the second record, /format А8/
5.3. A sample of output data is presented in Appendix 7.
6. The sixth mode of the operation is denoted b.v DELETE.
If it is required to delete any spectrum given by its 
identification number, then the input list must be written 
as it follows here:
6.1. The first record contains the word DELETE, /format А8/
6.2. The identification number is placed in the second 
record /format А8/
6.3. No output data on the printer.
7. The seventh mode of operation is denoted by 05RK.
The input spectrum may be taken as one of the outputs of 
the 65R code adapted and modified by I. Lux and L.Koblinger[2] 
The modified $5R code distributes M neutrons among the 
standardized 48 energy intervals during one run. To 
decrease the error of statistics more than one /N/ run 
are needed and the 05RK mode of the SPECTRANS-2 code 
accumulates the numbers of neutrons calculated by 05R 
during the runs and makes Y /и/ spectrum, /see 1.1.4./
After normalizing /see 1.3.4./ both the sum and the Y /u/n 
spectrum as well as the normalizing factor and comments 
about the spectrum will be written on the library tape.
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The form of the input list /compiled and punched by 05R 
code/ is*
7,1* The first record contains the word 85RK /format А8/
7.2. The content of the next six records is detailed in
1,5,2. and 1,5,3.
7.3« The eight record contains the variable N /see above/, 
/format 10/
7.4, N times 48 records contain the number of neutrons 
distributed among 48 energy intervals, /format Р0.0/
7.5, In the last record the word ENDEND must be written, 
/format А8/
7.6, Output data
Comment about the spectrum and the calculated 
spectrum is printed. See Appendix 8.
8, The eighth mode of operation is denoted by FTAPE,
This mode is siutable to calculate the leakage spectrum 
for a given intermediate thickness between two known 
thicknesses of a shielding material on the assumption 
that the attenuation is exponential in the whole energy 
range /It is rightful, naturally, if the difference 
between the thicknesses is low./
Let the flux of neutron be and 'f penetrating x-^
and x2 layer, respectively in the E^ energy interval and 
'Tik tile behind the thickness of x^ . ;/x1< х^< x2/,
x^ can be written by the following expression
ax-j^ + bx2
bwhere
a + b a
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Using the formula of attenuation
'f =  To exP (~ ^
we obtain:
<x
V\. =. ' f . ом-fa sjf У* „ ol+k ' lк ГИ * '12
The program reads and f 2 from the library and
writes on it. It calculates all the same data which 
are mentioned in 1.3. and the spectra will be drawn by a 
plotter.
The input list is to be compiled in the following way:
8.1. The first record contains the word FTAPE. /formatА8/
8.2. The identification number of the spectrum which 
belongs to thickness is to be written in the 
second record, /format А8/
8.3. In record 3 the identification number of the second 
known spectrum is to be placed, /format А8/
8.4. The fourth record contains the value of x^ . /format А8/. 
These eight characters will form a part of the comment 
of the new interpolated spectrum.
8.5. The fifth record contains the variables
These mean the values of the thicknesses /format ЗРО.О/,
8.6. The next record contains the identification number of 
the new interpolated spectrum /format А8/.
8.7. The last two records are the same as 1.5.9* and 1.5.10.
8.6. The used two spectra as well as the calculated spectrum
is printed as it can be seen in Appendix 9.
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9. The nineth mode of the operation is denoted by DOSEVA.
It has two versions.
9*1« The first of them standardizes the response of any
kind of dosimeters hy the method described in II. Both 
the responses /the original and the standardized/ will 
be written on the library and printed by a line printer. 
The following input is necessary:
9.1.1* The first record contains the word D9SEVA 
/format А8/.
9.1.2. Variables N, NW, NY are placed in the second 
record /format 310/.
N means the number of the input points of the 
response 
NW-1
NY is an arbitrary integer.
9.1.3. The following six records are the same as 
1.5.2. and 1.5.3.
9.1.4. EIN/I/, TH, Р/I/ are in the next 2N+1 records 
/format Р0.0/.
EIN/I/ gives the energy base points of the 
input response.
TH is the thermal response.
Р/1/ contains the values of the input response.
9.1.5. Output data
The original and the standardized response 
will be printed. See Appendix 10.
9.2. The reading /R/ of a dosimeter is calculated in the 
second version. Both the response and the spectrum
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are read from the library and the method of the 
calculation is the following»
2. ^ ESf(Ek) * Sf4EK>)
The input list*
9.2.1. The first record is the word D0SEVA /format А8/.
9.2.2. The second record contains the variables 
N, NW, NY /format ЗЮ/.
N is an arbitrary integer.
NW» 0
NY=0 if SP/Ek/ - K/uk/ . duk 
NY-1 if SP/Ek/ - D/ufc/ . duk
NY=2 if SP/Ek/ - Y/uk/ . duk
9.2.3. The third record contains the identification 
number of the required spectrum /format А8/.
9.2.4. In the next record the identification number 
of the response function is placed.
9.2.5. Output data
Both the response and the used spectrum as 
well as the reading of the dosimeter will be 
printed and drawn by an off line plotter. See 
Appendix 11.
10. It should be noted that*
10.1. The modes mentioned 1 to 9 may follow each other 
in any order in the input list but the input list 
must be finished with the word ENDEND /format А8/.
10.2. The input list should begin with the word NEWTAPE 
/format А8/ if it is necessary to delete the 
whole library or to begin a new library tape.
IV. Note
When the name of the operation is absent in the input 
list, then the code writes the following message: "Error 
in input date" and writes out all the faulty data, too. 
The program is continued from the next operation.
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Appendix 1
The energy distribution of neutrons with energies smaller 
than 0.217 eV /thermal neutrons/ was considered to be 
Maxwellian. The peak of the distribution is at E*1.5 kT in 
a linear lethargy scale, and the differential flux density 
at this point is 2 * (1 • 5) ly^ 2 *  exp (-1.5) * О.468 * flux 
density of the thermal range.
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Appendix 2
Energy range Lethargy Factors to 0.77
lethargy interval
10.5 - 6.5 MeV 0.48
6.5 - 4.0 MeV 0.48
4.0 - 2.5 MeV 0.48
2.5 - 1.4 MeV 0.57
1.4 - 0.8 MeV 0.57
0.8 - 0.4 MeV 0.69
0.4 - 0.2 MeV 0.69
0.2 - 0.1 MeV 0.69
100 - 46.5 keV 0.77
46.5 - 21.5 keV 0.77
21.5 - 10 keV 0.77
10 - 4.65 keV 0.77
4.65 - 2.15 keV 0.77
2.15 - 1.0 keV 0.77
1.0 - 0.465 keV 0.77
465 - 215 eV 0.77
215 - 100 eV 0.77
100 - 46.5 eV 0.77
46.5 - 21.5 eV 0.77
21.5 - 10 eV 0.77
10 - 4.65 eV 0.77
4.65 - 2.15 eV 0.77
2.15 - 1.0 eV 0.77
1.0 - 0.465 eV 0.77
0.465 - 0.215 eV 0.77












Conversion factore [ 3 ]  , W
Ho. Kerma rem-dose
—1 2/ra d .n ~ .c m  / /reni.n~^.cm^/
Therm al 8 .2 7 E -1 2 l.O O E -09
1 6 .99E -12 1 .1 2E -09
2 5 .53E -12 1 .1 5E-09
3 3 .90E -12 1.16E -09
4 2 .72E -12 1.21E -09
5 1 .8 8 E -12 1.24E -09
6 1 .29E-12 1.27E -09
7 9 .90E -13 1 .32E-09
8 9 .00E -13 1.34E -09
9 1 .09E -12 1. 3ЗЕ-0 9
10 1 .75E -12 1.35E -09
11 3 .3 0E -1 2 1.31E -09
12 6 .7 0E -1 2 1 .ЗОЕ-09
13 1 .4 7 E -1 1 1.24E -09
14 3.16E-11 1.21E -09
15 6 .7 0 E -1 1 1.21E -09
16 1 .1 2E-10 1.59E -09
17 1 . 40E-10 1.88E -09
l8 1 . 7 ОЕ-Ю 2.2 6E -0 9
19 2 .1 0E -1 0 2 .6 5 E -0 9
20 2 . 5ОЕ-Ю 3.2 0 E -0 9
21 З .05Е-Ю 3 .7 5E -0 9
22 З .65Е-Ю 4 .3 0E -0 9
23 4 . 3ОЕ-Ю 5.38E -09
24 5 . 2ОЕ-Ю 6 .3 7 E -0 9
25 6 .1 0E -1 0 7 . 67E-0 9
26 7 .  10E-10 9 .Ю Е -0 9
27 8 .2 0 E -1 0 1 .IO E -0 8
28 9 . 5ОЕ-Ю 1.29E -08
29 1 .09E -09 1 .52E-OÖ
30 1 .23E -09 1. 85E-O8
31 1 .40E -09 2 .1 4E -0 8
32 1 . 59E-09 2 .5 4E -0 8
33 1 .79E -09 2 .9 2E -0 8
34 2 .0 0 E -0 9 3 .0 9E -0 8
35 2 .2 0 E -0 9 3 .6 4E -0 8
36 2 .3 8 E -0 9 З .86Е-О8
37 2 .5 0 E -0 9 4 .0 0E -0 8
38 2 .9 0 E -0 9 4 . 08E-0 8
39 З .Ю Е -09 4 .1 4E-08
40 3 .4 0E -0 9 4 .1 7E -0 8
41 4 .2 0E -0 9 4 .17E -08
42 4 .2 0 E -0 9 4 .19E -08
43 4 .5 0E -0 9 4 .2 1E -0 8
44 5 .Ю Е -О 9 4 .22E -08
45 4.9O E-09 4 .2 2E -0 8
46 5 .45E -09 4 .25E -08
47 6 .8 0 E -0 9 4 .2 5E -0 8
48 7.3O E-09 4 .25E -08
NEUTRON Sp f CTr UM TRANSFORMATION
0000U(>o8 Л 0 0 0 0 0 9 7  SP THROUGH 1 CM AL 
ASSUMING EXPONENTIAL ATTENUATION 




NUM8FR OF THf INPUT ENERGY GROUPS, ?3
ENERGY EV H U x  I s  G l v E N  
I n a s »g i An 
SYSt f M
APPENDIX 4/a 
TO OPERATIONS NAMED 
RUN, ADD AND PLOT (2)
1 1 . 5 6 < 1 0 0 f 0 0 2 . 6 g 1 O O n o O  E 0 1
2 3 . 4 u o 0 0 f 0 0 2 . 1 д о о о л п о е 0 1
г 7 .  З З п о О е 0 0 1 . 1 o s  0 0  t o OE 0 1
и 1 ,  5 8 o 0 0 f 01 1 . 6 4 1 O Q n n Q É 0 0
5 3 . A f i ó O O F 01 1 . é s A O O o n O E 0 0
6 ? . 3 3 0 0 0 f 0 1 1 , 8 3 7 0 0  <o OE 0 0
7 1 . 5 8 o O ° F 0 2 г . о з б О О ' о О Е 0 0
8 3 . A O O O O f 0 2 ? .  1 n n O O n n O E 0 0
9 7 . 3 3 O 0 0 F 0 2 ? , 1 б 7 0 0 о о 0 Е 0 0
m 1 . s a o o o p 0 3 2 , 1  r , 9  OO- o O E 0 0
1 1 3 . A u O O O f 0 3 ? . 3 < a  0  0 л 0  0 E 0 0
1 2 7 . 3 3 O 0 0 F 0 3 ? . 6 Ч 7 0 0 Г | Л 0 Е 0 0
1 3 1 . 5 8 O O 0 F 0 4 ? . 5 s x o o o o o e 0 0
1 4 3 . 4  0  0  Ü 0  F 0 4 3 . 4 g i O O n n O * n o
1 5 7 . 3 3 O Q 0 F 0 4 2 . 6 Я 4 0 0 Л О 0 * 0 0
l é 1 . 5 O O 0 0 F 0 5 3 , 1 3 1 O O o n O E 0 0
1 7 3 . 0  0  0  0 0  F 0 5 3 . 7 t e 0 0 ó O 0 E 0 0
1 8 é  , O ü f U l O F 0 5 3 . 6 4 0 0 0 , 1 0 0 Í 0 0
1 9 1 . 1 O O 0 0 F 0 6 4 . 4 7 7 0 0 t o o e 0 0
2 0 1 . 9 5 O 0 0 F Ob 3 . 3 6 4 0 0 O O 0 * 0 0
21 3 . 2  ‘j  0  0  0 f 0 6 з . Н т о о о п о е 0 0
2 2 5 .  2 S O O O f 0 6 1 . é S s O O o O O E 0 0
23 * . 5  0 0 0 0  F 0 6 5 , 3 ? 1 O O n o O Í ,. 0 1
mUMBu» Of TMf STanCArD E N E RGv GROUPS 43
S T A ti D A R ENERGY LIMITS OE THE ENERGY GR.illPSEV E FV E EV
1 0 21 foie Oft 0.1884SE 00 0.2 5 0 0 0 E Op7 0 3 5 3 5 А Г Oft 0.25000E Oft 0.SPOOoe On
1 0 то F'se Oft 0.5000PE on 0.1 nOO(,F Oi
L 0 146c, 3 F 01 0.10000E 01 0.21501,E OiS 0 316 OF 01 0.215PPE oi 0.465ŰDF 0,6 0 6810 T E 01 0.46500E Ü1 o.iooo,-e 077 0 146 л 3F 0? 0.1000ПЕ C? 0.21 50, iE 07
Я 0 3161OF 0? 0.21 5 о Л E 02 0.4650OF 079 0 68H‘1 F 0? 0.46500E 0? 0.1OOOpe От
' 0 0 1461 3E 01 0.10000F 01 0.21 50,, f От‘ 1 0 31 610 E 01 0.215ОПЕ 01 0.46S0,)E Оз
1 ? 0 68101F 01 0.465ЭРЕ 01 0.1 pOO.ir 04
• 1 0 146o3F 04 0.100UOE 04 0.2150cf Oa* L 0 316(0= 04 0.215ОПЕ ft 4 Р.4650'Г 04
1 S 0 6 81 о 1 F 0 4 0.4650PE 04 0.1 POO ,E Os
«6 0 11220E uS 0.100Ü0E 05 0.12 58» f 05
« 7 0 1*125 = OS 0.12589E 05 0.1 5848 E Os- Я 0 IF816F OS 0.1584RE 05 0.1695i F Os
1 9 0 2 2 3 r. 5 F 05 0.199S1E 05 0.25117F 05
.’О 0 281.20 05 1.25117E 05 0.3162,if 0 s
PI 0 35478F os 3.3162ПЕ OS P,39 80 5 f 05
0 446f 3F и 5 0.398O5E os P,50112e 05
21 0 5 6 2 7 6 F uS Э.50112E OS 0.6з08лг 05
0 707^ 25 os 5.63036E OS 0,7941 HF Os?S 0 89117F 0 5 1.7941RE ns 0 .1OOOfE Oa
?6 0 11220F 06 3.1000ПЕ Л6 0.1?58qc Oa?7 0 14125 = Ö6 1.12589 E 04 0.1S84RE Oa?A 0 178(6F 06 ).158aRE 06 0.199 5i г Oa/9 0 223 IF 06 1.19951E 06 0.25117E Oa:-o 0 281 ,2 04 ).25117E ft 6 0.3162pf Oa
-1 0 3 5 4 7 Я F •)4 ).31620E 04 0.39 80/, e Oa
0 4 46л 3E 06 ). 398i)6E <>6 0.50117E Oa■* ^ 0 562?6F 06 ).56112E 06 0.6308af Oa
r . L 0 707Я7Е 04 1.63086E 04 0,79 41 Я F Oa
’5 0 Я9117F 04 1.79418E 06 0.1POOOE 07
0 11 27(1F 07 '). 1 OOOOE 07 0.12589E 07
- 7 0 1 41 a 3 E 07 it. 1 2589E 07 0.1584ЯЕ 07
!A 0 178,6' 07 I.1584RE 07 0.1995,E 07T9 0 223Л5Е 07 1.199 51E 07 0.2 511 7 E 07
i 0 0 2 812 F 07 1.25117E 07 0.31 6 2 p г 07
..1 0 354-Äf 07 ].31620E 07 0.39806E 07<.? 0 4 46,.3F. 07 . 39806E 07 0.5 P11 2 E 07/. n 0 56226= 07 .50112E 07 0.6308af 07/.4 0 707, ?f 0 7 .63036E 0 7 0,79 41nE 07
4.3 0 Я91 7F 07 .7941ЯЕ 07 0.1POOPE 0»/.6 0 112?0F UA .1ПОООЕ OA 0.1758of 0«4.7 0 14i:sf 0 A .12S80E OA 0.15Я4ее Or.Я 0 178-68 0 A .158.ЯЕ OA 0.19951e 04
Fiих per UNIT LETHAR Yt P.OOOOOe-01
APP EN D IX  4 / b  
T O  OPERATIONS NAMED  
RUN, ADD AND PLOT (2)
DAT A
:TH AR (I Y I NTErYALS РИМЕ) F* PH T( E )
0.2710 O.OCOOOf 00 o . ft ft 0 о ft C Oft
0.6930 P.OoPOOE 00 0. '’ftCOftP 00
0.A93P п.ОпоООе OP ft. ftooo* Oft0.7A60 n.OOPOPF jo ft . ft ft 0 0 0 P 000.7A6" п.огобО'- oi ft.293A7f ft 20.7660 P.23729= 01 0.1 61 A1» e 02
0.7660 0.25721c 00 ft.T7715c 01
0.7660 P.69365E-01 0.?l9llF ft4
0.7660 n.34570=.01 л.2557CC 01
0.766P Г.17791F «01 ft.260ЯЯС 01
0.74A0 P .8591 0F-02 ft.27164c 01
0,7660 0.4i105 F.02 ft . ?«Clftc 010.7A60 p.19?0Rf.o? ft .; A1 A 5 c Oi0.7A60 p.9 5p5of.0 3 ft . TQ05Í.C 010.7A60 n .49477c.»3 ft.<1719F 01
0.2300 p. 3pp76f-03 ft . T1746C 01
0.2300 P.23626=.03 ft.T13 7? c 01
0.2300 P.19327=.03 ft.T44l*c 01
0.2300 p.1aa76f.03 Л.T71? AF 01
0.2300 P . 1 4 5 49 F . 0 3 ft. cl 002c 01
0.2300 n.12492=.03 Л. /4319F 01
0.230» P. 94084=.04 ft. ' •  2  0  ? 1 c 010.7300 0.60=91f.04 ft. T<?1 m0.2300 • P . 5oi36 = -04 ft . T S L A 7 c 01
0.2300 P . 4,1457=.04 0.36054C ft1
0.2300 P.33=91f-04 ft.T7Aft1c 01
0.2300 P . гЯЧ9 = .04 ft . tftOOOr 010.2300 Р.23А2Я=.04 0./-?096f oi
0,2300 Л . 10 S45 = -04 ft . u U L 7 ? t Oi0.2300 P. 1 aR 1 Of-0 4 o!/.7173c 01
0.2300 о. 5 зя87 = .04 ft . l 0 2 ^  c 01
0.2300 P . 1 1 395 F.04 ft . 5 ft в 9 S F 01
0.2300 P .9 41 61 = .05 ft.5294?e ftl
0.2300 0.79'77=.05 ft . S 4 ft 41 c 0 1
0.2300 p.67527=.05 ft.A ftl7Ae ft *.
0.2300 P . 5 7i.60 = .05 ft e ft44 7ijc ft10.2300 P.41739F-05 ft. FA9S7C 01
0,2300 0.29160F-05 n . 519 s г c 01
0.2300 Р.ггз52=-05 ft.^ nci^ c 01
0.2300 р.1ЯА65=-05 ft.s?6ftlc ft 1
0.2300 P.1 4296 = .05 ft . Sft7?0c 010.2300 P.87366C-06 ft. T0(,2 ic 01
0.2300 0.479R4F.06 ft . ?6979 c 010.2300 P.2a7S6f.06 ft.1A91 я c 01
0.2300 P.00P00= 00 ft. -ftftO- c 0 00.2300 0.00000= OP ft . г ftftftft c 0.*0,2300 p.OPPOOf 00 ft . 'ftOft »F Oft
0.2300 O.OPPOOf 00 ft . ft 0 Г ft 0 C 00
SPECTRA N n R N u l I ZED TO u n i t  AREA
F * p h t  < E > E * < f R M a < E ) r . R  p M - D O S E  С E 1
1 0 O O O O O E  o n o . o o o o o e  0 0 O . O O O O O E Oo
? 0 O O O O O E  o n 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 E 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 E Oo
3 0 0 0 0 о 0 E o n O . O O O O O E  O n O . o n o o o * O n
4 0 0 0 0 .1 0 *  o n O . O O O O O E  0 0 O . O O O O O E On
5 0 1 4 8 - ,  4 E  o n 0 . 2 5 1 2 2 E - O J 0 . 1 2 1 5 6 E Ol
A 0 8 1  S f t R E - Щ 0 , 0 4 9 1 6 6 - 0 4 0 . 6 A 4 A J E 0 ?
7 0 l 9 0 i 2 6 - 0 1 0 . 1 6 9 7 Я Е - 0 4 0 . 1 6 6 4  5 E 0 7
ft 0 1 1 0 S 6 E - U 1 0 . 8 9 7 6 П Е - 0 5 0 . 9 7 8 1 7 F ОТ
0 0 1 1 8 r . 4 E - 0 1 0 . 1 1 6 А 4 Е - 9 4 0 . 1 0 Я 3 6 Е Op
1 0 0 1 3 1 5 1  с - 0 1 0 . 2 0 7 6 0 E . 0 4 0 . 1 1 7 5 7 F 0 ?
1 1 0 1 3 6 r  J c . , H 0 . 4 0 7 6 2 E - 0 4 0 . 1 1 8 6 1 E 0 7
1 ? 0 1 4 1 T 0 F - 0 1 Ű . 8 5 3 9 7 E - 0 4 0 . 1 2 1 1 ЯЕ Op
1 3 0 1 4 1 < 8 6 - 0 1 0 . 1 8 8 2 7 E - 0 3 0 . 1 1 6 5 1 F 0 7
1 4 0 1 5 1 S 0 C * 0 1 0 . 4 J 1 8 6 E - 0 3 0 . 1 7 1 6 2 F 0 7
1 5 0 l 7 0 f < 8 6 - 0 1 0 . 1 0 2 7 O E - 0 2 0 . 1 T 6 5 J E 0 2
1 A 0 1 7 0  1 F - 0 1 0 . 1 7 1 8 6 E - 0 2 0 . 1 7 8 4 0 E 0 7
- . 7 0 1 6 8 2 J 6 » o i 0 . 2 1 2 4 5 E * 0 2 0 . 2 O 8 6 8 E 0 ?
1 ft 0 1 7 3 5 8 6 - 0 1 0 . 2 6 Ó 1 8 E - 0 2 0 . 2 5 9 6 2 6 0 ?
1 9 0 l 8 8 i 7 E * o i 0 .  J 5 6 4 6 E - 0 2 0 . T 7 9 4 8 F 0 ?
0 2 0 6 n 9 F - 0 1 О . 4 6 6 1 1 F - 0 2 0 . 4 3 7 3 4 F 0 ?
? 1 0 2 2 3 4 1 F . 0 1 0 . 6 1 4 6 6 E - 0 7 0 . 5 5 4 2 7 6 0 7
7 7 0 2 1 1 .  3 F - 0 1 0 . 6 9 7 4 4 E - 0 2 0 . 6 2 9 Я Я Е 0 ?
2 3 0 1 9 7 2 5 F - 0 1 0 . 7 6 5 0 O E - 0 2 0 . 7 0 1 5 6 * 0 7
? 4 0 1 7 8 F 9 6 - 0 1 0 . 8 J 9 1 2 E - 0 2 0 . 7 S 3 7 J E 0 ?
7 5 0 1 8 1 7 5 6 - 0 1 0 . 1 O O O l E - 0 1 0 . 9 2 1 6 5 E 0 7
7 A 0 1 9 0 5 6 6 - 0 1 0 . 1 2 2 0 4 E * 0 1 0 . 1 1 4 7 ű F 0 1
7 7 0 2 0 1 n 4 F - ü 1 0 . 1 4 9 1 5 E - 0 1 0 . 1 4 6 4 0 6 O l
7ft 0 2 1 2 2 1 R « 0 1 0 . 1 A 1 8 S E « 0 1 0 . 1 8 1 1 5 E O l
79 0 2 2 3 0 T F . n i 0 . 2 2 0 1 R E - 0 1 0 . 2 2 4 6 2 E O l
З П 0 2 3 3 м  e - 0 1 0 . 2 6 4 9 6 E - 0 1 0 . 7 9 1 Я 1 E O l
■M 0 2 4 8 T 7 F . n i 0 . 3 1 3 6 5 E - 0 1 0 . 3 5 1 1 2 E O l
1? 0 2 5 6 5 7 F - 0 1 0 . 3 6 7 9 8 F . 0 1 0 . 4 T 0 5 7 E O l
’. 3 0 2  6  6  0  F » i 11 0 . 4 3 0 9 4 E . 0 1 0 , 5 1 6 0 1 E O l
< 4 0 2 3 2 5 1 F . 0 1 0 . 5 П 9 6 О Е - 0 1 0 . 5 7 7 2 3 E O l
3 5 0 J 0 3 3 Í F . 0 1 0 . 6 0 2 0 2 F - 0 1 0 . 7 T 0 J 5 E O l
З А 0 5 2 5 0 0 F - 0 1 0 . 6 9  7 7 3 F - 0 1 0 . 8 7 9 9 3 E 0 1
4 7 0 2 9 7 2 0 F . 0 1 Ű . o 7 0 2 3 E * 0 1 0 . 7 8 6 0 Д Е O i
3 f t 0 2 6 1  9 6 - 0 1 ű . ü a 5 1 O E - 0 1 0 . 7 0 7 0 5 E Ol
0 2 S 2 2 2 E - 0 1 0 . 7 0 5 3 П Е . 0 1 0 . 6 9 0 1 2 * O i
<.C 0 2 6 5 - ,  7 F - 0 1 0 . 8 1 3 2 5 E - 0 1 0 . 7 T O 4 4 F O i
0 2 5 5 a 8 f . , , , 0 . O 6 8 6 3 F - 0 1 0 . 7 0 4 3 2 * Ol
<.7 0 1 9 6 ' 7 0 E . 0 1 0 . 7 4 5 2 3 E - 0 1 0 . 5 4 5 3 7 * Ol
0 1 3 6 í : 0 6 - 0 1 0 . 5 5 2 0 7 E - 0 1 0 . 3 7 Я З З * O i
. . 4 0 9 5 4 7 O F - 0 2 0 . 4 J 9 2 0 F - 0 1 0 . 2 6 6 4 6 E 0 1
45 0 O O O . i O F  0 0 O . O O O O O E  OO 0 . n O O O O F 0,1
4 A 0 0 0 0 ' 0 *  0 Л o . o o o o o e  O o Ö . O O O O O * 0 0
4 7 0 O ö O i i O F  on O . O O O O O E  0 0 0 . О П О О О * 004ft 0 0 0 0 , O É  0 0 o . j o u o o e  00 0 . o n o o o * Or
N C R M A i I Z I vjG  F A C T O R  T O u n i t  a r e a  o f  e » b h i < f i  s p f c T r u m
F a C T O r T O E*K; R(E) 2 . 1 9 9 1 2 E . 0 7
F a c t o « T O 6 » R < M C E ) 3 . 0 0 0 0 5 6 - 0 6
T  w F 0 *  A I N - U T R O N  K E R N * 0 . O O n O O E - O l
T U F B M AI N U T R o n  O O T E : Ú . 0 0 0 0 0 6 - 0 1
fER8f{E) «EM.OOSE(E)
1 0 OOOoflF ÜO O.OOOOOE Or
2 0 OOOllOE 00 O.OOOOOE 00
3 0 000.1ÖF oft O.OOOOOE 004 0 0 0 0 0 0 E 00 O.OOOOuE 00
5 0 1747JF 1 0 0.11534E-076 0 306lOE 11 0.30112**0«
7 0 25464E 1 ? 0.34055**098 0 624796 1 5 0 .9281 ŰE-1 nУ 0 3 7 6 я 2 E 1 5 0.47673E-1P
10 0 31135F 1 5 0.24054**1r11 0 23350F 1 5 0.11254*-1r
12 0 275406 1 5 0,53313F*11
1 3 0 28236F 1 5 0.23Я38Е*!114 0 300366 1 5 0.11 53у F"11
1 5 0 33149 F 1 5 0.60065E-1216 0 33686E 1 5 0.47701 ЕЧ2
1 ' 0 330?6E 1 5 0.44322E-17
18 0 32856F 1 5 0.43713*-17
1« 0 3 5 01 9F 1 3 0.44157E-17
20 0 36372F 1 3 0.46556E-12
21 0 381 r 0 E 1 3 0.4686V E-1?22 0 34341F -.3 0.4231CE-1723 0 299246 1 3 О.37435F*1?
24 0 26071E 1 3 0.3194nF*1P25 0 246 ’9 E 1 3 0.31027F4 7
26 0 23921E 13 0.3066ЧЕ-17
2 7 0 23271E 3 0.31094E-1?
28 0 22447F 1 3 0•30 8 0 4 E■1724 0 21631 F 1 3 0.301 04**1 730 0 206766 1 3 0.310Ó46-1P
'31 0 19 4 42 F 1 3 0.29691F * 1 ?32 0 181-,96 1 3 0.28922**’P
33 0 168,5F 1 3 0.27533**1 Г
34 0 1 5 8 3 5 F 1 3 0.2446йЕ*1735 0 1 4816 F 1 3 0.74587F-1>
36 0 13675 F 1 3 0.22191*"1737 0 1 043 5 E 1 3 0.1669AE-1P
3» 0 84 5.S5E 1 4 0.11«0óE-ip
39 0 69240F 1 4 0.924«1F-1T
40 0 63461F 1 4 0.77758F-1T
41 0 6OO44F 1 4 0.59558**1»42 0 366V46 1 4 0.T66J3E-1 1
43 0 215« JF 1 4 0,7018 7**1 144 0 136466 1 4 0 . 1 1294**13
45 0 000,,06 00 O.OOOOy* OO46 0 OOOf.OE 00 ' 0.00006* 0
47 0 000'>06 00 O.OOOOOE 0-.
48 0 OOOl 06 00 O.OOOOOE 0*
' 0 ?
APPEN D IX 4 /c  
TO OPERATIONS NAM ED  
RUN, ADD AND PLOT C2)
d o s e  e n a c t i o n s
I FSS THAig 0 . 
O.SEv-1. iíV
1 .OEv-1 .oKEV 
i .OXfv-11,0 S i' v 
1o.0s'V«o. 1Mh v 
O.1Mf:v-0 5MEV
0 . 5MevO.794MEV 
О.74tMEV-1.OuEV 
■ . 0 * F r l  58M e V1 . 58mcV“2,51MEV 
7.51«PV»15•8NEV






0,00000 o . o n o o o
0.00000 0.00000
0.08186 0.08186
0.01166 0.011660. 4640 0.04649
0.16265 0.16765





J83?8 e -07 7. 38328E-07
6.89J98E 05





IFSS T HA N 0.5EV 0.00000
o.SEv-1.OEV 0.00000
1 .0Ev-1 ..,KE9 0.56692





1 . OMfw-1 58Mkv 0.05388
1 . 58meV-?.51 MEV 0.02709
7. 51mfV*i5.8mev 0.05167
SUM OF FlUX 8.37960E 01
APPENDIX 4 /d  
TO O PE R A TIO N S N A M ED  
RUN, ADD AND PLOT ( 2 )
No r MA(. t ZEn PH ! (U) *0U SPECTRUM NOuMA L I 7ED R EM. DO S г f U) * OU SOECTRUM
WITH THERMAL NEUTRON*
1 0 000.i0F-01 0. OOOOOf-OI
2 0 0OOOOE.O1 0.OO00ŰE-013 0 OOOOOE-01 0 .OOOOOf-OI
4 0 00060F.01 0.OOOOOf-01
5 2 68631E-01 3.78358F.02
6 1 479”2F.01 7.13030f-02
7 3 44761r-07 5.18061c.03
8 2 004O1E.07 3.04456г.03
O' 2 15495f-07 3.37768F-03
10 2 384/4E-0? 3,65O24f.03
11 2 48 31 3 F —0 7 3.69185f-031? 2 56227E-07 3.77i71f-03
13 2 574f 6F-07 3.62632c.03It 2 7473AF.O? 3.78529f.03
1 5 3 08413E-07 4.24O37F-03
16 9 26239F-03 1.66725f.0317 9 159/0F-03 1,95o24f.03
1 A 9 45111E-03 7.42633c.0319 1 fl24S8F.07 3.07919f-03
2n 1 125tflF-07 4.08724F-03
21 1 216.-.4E-07 5. 1709 7 c.O 3
2? 1 15337Г-07 5.88663c.03
23 1 07398F-07 6.55649c.0324 9 740'<4E-u3 7.04407c.03
25 9 89 604F-0 3 Я.61339c.03
26 1 037S6F-0? 1.07194c.02
27 1 09791 F.07 1,36817f.O?
28 1 15543F.07 1.69 ?95 f.02
29 1 21978F-07 2.09924г.02
JO 1 30028F-0? 7.77712f.0231 1 35231t-o? 3.28139f.02
5? 1 J9696F-07 4.02391F-0233 1 45316F-OP 4.82742c.02
3<- 1 53825F-07 5.39459c.02
35 1 65174F-07 6.87553c.0236 1 769 E af-0? 7.75618c.02
3? 1 61822E-07 7.34636C-02
38 1 42506E-07 6.60785F.02
JO 1 32351F-07 6.44961c.02
40 1 44398E.Ű7 6.82644c.024i 1 3921 5F-07 6.58233c.02
42 1 071u?F-02 5.09678C-02
43 7 40521F-03 3.53577c.0?
41. 5 l98l6f-03 2.49O23f-02
45 0 OOOnOF-OI O.OOftOOc.01
46 0 000O0F-O1 0.00«00f.01
47 0 OOOoOF-01 O.OOOOOc.OI
48 0 OOOOOE-01 0.OOOOOf-OI






















TO OPERATIONS NAMED 
RUN, ADD, FTAPE AND PLOT (2)
J0 _I__I_I_1__I_I_L J__ I__I___1__L_J___ I__I__1___1__I__L J__ I__ 1___ L
10° 10l to2 103 io4 105 io6 to7 108
ENERGYfEV)











0.140 TO OPERATONS NAMED 











, » * « * 1 ‘
_*j__1_1_1__1_1_1__1_I_1__1_1_1__1_I_l__1_1_1— 1— _1_
10° ю 1 io2 io3 io4 105 106 107 10
ENERGY(EV1














0.070 A P P E N D I X 5/c ° —
T O  O P E R A T I O N S N A M E D
















#1 « 1 . 1 ? 1 t 1 T 1 ft ? 1f 1 f i  1 ♦ !♦**____1___1___1____1___1___1----1— — _i__
10° 10* 102 103 104 105 106 107 10
ENERGY(EV)
00000098 00000097 SP THROUGH 1 CM RL
8
INPUT SPECTRUM
FNERGV t v  E . P H t ( F >
PER 1 . 0 0 8 0 0  
l e t h a r g y  i n t e r v a l
1 1..  ftOOoF-l1 7. 3:1ПООЕ 00
7 1 , bftOOftF->01 A.3Sf|Q0E 00
3 ?. GOOOOF"*ul 3 . SftftOOE 00
4 3 . ЛООПЛР->0* 3.9.1PC0F 00
5 S. iftOO.-jE-•01 4 . 35П00Е 00
A A. uftQOnf-»M L.ASflOOí
4 . csnooe
00
7 1 . OftO!)(/F t  о 00
A 1• 4000ftE 00 4.4FI10CS 00
9 Z . . ’000„E «о 4 . «ГРОСЕ 00











•3 и, nftOOOE 0 1 s.üíftOftF 00
4 l , 0 ft Ö 01 j E 01 s . iooooe 00
5 1 . о fl U 0 ÍJ F ül 5.15ПООЕ 00
A 7 , у ft 0 •“» 1F 01 S.Z,>1)006 00
7 4. « ft00OF ül 5 . AftftOOA 00
8 l.ftOOF-i.F Üt 5 . S ft ft 0 0 £ 00
9 г .  .»fttft if 02 * . ftftftftOF oo
20
21








?7 >, VftOO.-F 03 S.90000E OU
23 5 . о ft 0 0 ft F Ü'i S.UTdOOé 00
7 4 7.ün(i90€ из A .001)006 00
12
1 .bftftft .E 
? . г ft 0 0 < E
Ow
04




77 4 , oftOO E 0 <* A , 1 ft ft 0 0 с 00
✓  A 04 ^ . I споОе 00
'9 8‘, *J ft 0 CM1E Ü 4 A.12C696 oo
'ft 1 . . ftuftftF ü 5 A. 1 SOOOE oo<1 1 , hOOO->E OS A,18(1006 00
’ 2 2, l OOOi'fE 05 A.OOOftftF 00
2 .5 0 0 0 i f OS 5.S5O00F 1)0
4 З.оОСООс U5 А ’^ ОПС/Се ftO
, T5 L.uftOOoE US A.UJC.OQe 00
<A S.üftOQ -.6 U 5 A . ZflOaOF 00
i7 a .OAOOOE t>5 A.OOCOOe 00
(A 7.ОП00.1Е os S. ZscoOe 00
■*9 Й , l ftOQjF 0 5 5. 1 SftOOff oo
4ft 9.UOQÖOE 0 5 5 . SSßftftF 00
cv 1 ,0ft00 »E üo 5,5  s A 0 ft e no
42 1.5  00.0 Л E 06 5.61C00F 00
u3 2. ú ft 0 0 и Ё üó 5 . >SftftOF 00
4 <-.unOO,;E Об г.оЕЛолЕ 00
ú5 6 , <j 0 0 0 t i F OA 9 . pf)oooF«oi
4A 9 , M ft 0 0 Л F 06 9.1 l)000r-01
,7 1 , t* ft 0 0 Л E ü 7 e . 10C0OF-01
«TjpIC- TIO' NUftBEP OOuOOOrn
u 100 70 S 1‘ICh . hs aVY У*ТЕй “O.FRÍTFO PIACTOR S p ЕС t e UM
I K'PUT . NEU- R,in PSC/.PI 4L/C0RE MrUTft )N
Ai.oiV 0 Ift Otift
Use P » I T t  RuONP л R I S*>N I n V I nCA , 1V7^#
OUTPUT SPECTRUM
«PH ( c )  SPE-TRUM I S N O R M i U c F C  TO UNI T  гРЕЛ
t  4 1 Я 0  Y E w f . p r i ( е >
1 г . 1 7  0 1  Л E '- 0 1 1 . 5 0 1 O O F - о г
? 3 . j  3  5 6  л E ■- 0  1 1 . С ^ Е Г Т Р . Г . г
3 7 . ; , 7 1  S , , E ' - 0 1 1 . 9 A 1 2 A E - 0 Z
4 1 .  4  A  9  3  0  E Of t ? . 1  i ' , P 9 5 s - v K
5 3  „  I A 1 9  ft E 0 0 г . ) г т  F R F - о г
A A .  Ы  9  1 0  E О д ? . 1 T P J A F . O K
7 1 .  4  A 6  3 i; E O l ’ . г л 5 ? т . о г
A 3 . 1  A 1 9  ,1E Ü1 2 . 2 o R 2 0 F - ( ' 2
9 6 . Ó 1 9 1 I F 0 1 P . 3 5 4 7 4 F - 0 Z
0 1 ,  4  A 6  3 TI F U 2 7 . 3 9 7 8 1 E - 0 Z
1 1 3 .  i A 1 9 u E 0 2 ? . * 4 « o g f - ü z
• 7 A .  »*,8 9 1  O F o ? ? . 5 , ) 1 4 А Е . и г
V S 1 ( * » A6  3t >E 9 3 ? . 5 4 9 0 N f . 0 2
4 3 , 1  A 1 9  J  F 0  ’ ? . 5 А ? З л Е - ' 1 8
1 5 6 , o i 9 1 f t E U j 7 . 5 0  г * 3 c . C Z
* A 1 . 1  7 2 0 . I E l >4 Р .  6 ( 1 9 4 1  с - и г
1 7 1 ,  A . 1 2  3  0  E 0 4 7 . А Ц р 9 г . 0 г
1 A 1 , 7  A 1 6  1 F О ц 7 . 9 ? T A 7 E - 0 Z
• 9 2 , 7  7  8  5 ft E 0 4 7 , A ? e 4 ? E - 0 Z
2 0 2 . ö i e 2 ö 6 ‘i 4 7 . 5 3 1 9 3 г . o z
7 1 3 ^ 5 4 ? 9 f t 6 0 4 7 . 6 3 S G R E - C Z
2 2 4  . « . A 6  3 л E 0  4 г . 5 3 7 0 4 с . о г
7 3 5  ,  ó  7  2  6  6  E 0 4 7 . 5 3 7 . 1 4 с . с г
: a i e 0  4 7 . 8 4 1 7 0 Е - 0 г
- 3 8 . 4  5 ч 7 ; . E о . 7 . a ; i a O f . » Z
? A 1 . .  7 г « 1 f «iS 7 . А а ? А 1 F - O Z
? 7 1 . 4 1  2 5 . ;E O s ? . » 7 C 0 P E - O Z
7 A 1 ,  ”  A 1 A ft 6 ( i s 7 . S Z 7 1 3 F - 0 Z
2 9 2 i 2 3 6 S f t E О э ? . 5 a ? 8 R e - 1 Z
’ ft ? . a 1 8 2 w E «> 5 7 . 5 4 7 7 Z c - 0 Z
.31 3 . 5 4 7 8 , ; F . 0 5 7 . 5 7 8 9 9 F - 0 Z
^ 2 4  , ч  A 6  8 j f 0  5 7 . 6 3 8 7 4 r . 0 Z
^ 3 5 . A 7 2 6 1 F U S P . 6 7 A 4 4 C . 0 Z
< 4 7 .  , . . 7 8 2  '• F О э 7 .  Z n A J O É - O Z
4 5 З . С г 1  7 , E и  5 7 . З о 5 1 8 с . а г
36 1 . 1  ?  2 0  ft F О о 7 . 4  ю я г  Е - o z47 1 f t e l 2 S . i E 0«, 7 . 4 3 4 9 4 C . 0 Z
• A 1 , “ A 1 A I E 0 6 7 .  Ч  8 1 S F - O Z
1 9 2 . 2 3 3 5  )E и 0 7 . Z 1 8 8 4 E - 0 Z
^ 0 2 . . И  4 2 ftE Ü O 1 .  7 8 8 7 8 F . i i Z
3 . 5 4 7 9 f t ? О б 1 .  Z z 8 3 Z r - 0 Z
2 ? 4 . - A 6 3  E Ос, 7 ,  7 R T 7 1  F - f ' J
i . 3 5 . r 7 2 A < ) F U n S ,  1 W 4 1  c . O i
4-4 7 .  ( # 7 8 2  I F ÜO 4 . 1 ? 7 7 9 f - 0 3
. . 3 6 , 9 1 1 7 f t f Ü n s , 9 4 7 8 5 c . 0 3
1 . 1 7 2 0 Л Е - 7 n . O O A Q O E . O I
/ . 7 -  . w 1 2 5 p- \E 0 7 П . 0 Л Р 0 0 Е - 0 1
4.8 1 . ’ Д1  6  1E 0  7 с . о . ) с о о г . о 1
N u R N A l ' Z l H G  f  CTOs TO UNI T  AREA Of  Ea r h K f ) S P F C T . i i H 
Tt FRMa i  F UK I ER. UNI T  l ETr f »RGVl  O. t i OOUOF- Ol  
APPENDIX 6
TO OPERATIONS NAMED 
EDIT AND PLOT (1)
CONTENT nF ТчЕ ОРВС-iIBRarT1 nf 4Tj t IC .TIOn KUMMER 0000049
0 n O O . , 9 InOOOFTSS MOD.o^o TO JOC« cONrR.OSR H.tNG
FSfU"t*lEPY-»HUlTS
«FrEIvED 14 VinC» it.05И973.
IDFMTIfICaTIOn NUMBER 0000070m
OjoOOyo« nip vimCí SP.rEfl.fROM 2ncM heobsoURcf C)|CUi ATE p BY в P F1 COpE 
Oi 09 1971.•••
1 PENTifICaTIOn NUMBER О ООО70М olD V! MC» 
C»iCUt » ТЕ г ву SPF1 
01.09 1973.
0000070MSP. Th«OUOm 20гм Про 
COPE
Ip.ENTifICiTIOn NUMBER 0000097mOoftOOo7H Piо SPHERE Esc»pf SP.REFC.FRom 2ЛС" w70«SOUPrF 
EscAP SPlCYPlIM F POM DJO SPHEPF 
FisSI.lM NfUTRONS HNlFOpMuv DISTRIBUTED 
С «I CUi ATE(. 9V В.I И 6RfFLE.TF.O FROM Bin IS CALCULATED BY PpFI CODE
Oi.09.1973.
APPENDIX 7
TO OPERATION NAMED LIST
I PENT,fICjTIOn NUMBER 0000097m
0iin00ii7N 70 spmEoe escape sp. тнапоон гос» иго. EsrAPr SP 1 CTRlJM FpO“ ppO SPHEREFISSION M-UTPONS HMlFOpMLY DISTRIBUTED 
С л< CU ATE . BY h.ImOTraMS' ITT о THROUGH H^ o Is CALCULATED BY PPF1 cOOf 
Oi,09.197т.
I PF»T 1 F I C »TI OtJ NUMBER 000009dm
O.lnOO'gM SO.N097 PENETR.1CM AL.REFI.Fbom гос» mEOtROUpcE
THBNs..iTTto s p f c To u m  t h r o u g h  a l is c a l c u l a t e o
A s s u m -m G »FOMFMTtAL a t t e n u a t i o nRiFLErTEO FROM иго IS CALCULATED by HpF1 CODE
Oi.09,197т.Sp.N0u7 I.S by h.InG
I.iEMTieICaTIOm number U00009BM
OinOOnJM sp .H o  9 7  PENETP.1 CM » I , Through 20  CM u2 0  
Te4NS” tTTro s p f c T r u m  t h r o u g h  » i is c a l c u l a t e o  
ASSUM.NG YPOHPNTIAL ATTENUATION 
T b -NS-iITTt O T h r o u g h  N j o IS c a l c u l a t e d  





TO OPERATION NAMED 0 5 R K
P К П О  в А Oá.07.1977.
Sampii f о if 05 цк program
APR I T p a RY d at a  
* * **»
F N E я G Y f; V fc * P H I < F )
1 Р .1 -0 Ю -01 3. 34/726*03
у 3.5 ; 5 60■ - 01 2. 94626-03
3 7 .0 -1 5  0 - 01 3 . . 0 3 7 6 E -  0 3
4 1.48630 00 3 . / о oo ie -03
5 7 .1, j  1 9 0 00 4 .. ? 6 8 ft E -  0 3
6 6.8 910; on 5 .9?188E-03
у 1 . 4,, 6 3 ü I 01 7 .20101E-03
8 3.1 81 V 01 01 7.0  A 4 2 6 E -  0.3
9 6.8:910*- 01 8 .6 7226E-03
In 1 , 4 n 6 3 0 1 02 3 .7 6439E-OJ
1 i 7 . 1 ,, 1 V 0 1 n2 6.,,3251E»0:>
1 г 0 .8  910! 02 4 . 59538F-03
1 3 1 . 4, 6301- 0 3 6. '1 663E-03
14. 7.1 .190 07 4. 6 3 7 о E-0 3
1 5 6.8  9 1 0 0 3 7 - '79386-03
17, 1 .1 L‘ 2 0 0 f 04 7.41564E-03
17 1 .4 ,230 : 04 2 . , 6 6 6 9 F -03
18  ^ .7:1&0, 04 2.36664 E-03
1o ? . 2 ’ Я 5 0} 04 3.678936-03
20 2.8 820 04 6 . „6896Е-03
?1 • 7.5, .780' 04 8., )7788E-03
22 и , 4 v-630 04 1 . 54624E-0?
23 5.6,-260' 04 2•20891E-02
2u 7 .0 - 8  20!- 0 4 2 . óoft4ftE*02
2 5 8 .9 ) 1 7 0 " 04 3. ,2^936-02
2 rj 1 .1 -200 05 5. 14895F-02
2- 1 ,4 .2 5 0 05 6 . 71 11 ft F -  0 2
28 1 . 78160s 05 8 . U4676E-02
2 c 2 . 2 85Of 05 1 . 19912E-01
3p ? . Я 820 0 5 1 . 15179F-01
31 7.5 .780. 05 1 - ,*571 26-01
3y 4.46630 0 5 5 . 04Ö95E-02
33 5.6 >?0Q i 0 5 1 ■ 1 n44(>E-0y
3 7 • 0 '1 ft 2 01 05 i  . 5?R47F*07
35 Д . 9,1 f  o 05 4 . -1 Ó227E-02
30 1 . 1 7200i 06 1 . 3 5 5 ft E -  0 2
3 ’ 1.41250 06 6. 7 7 8 ft E -  0.)
38 1 .7 ,1  60- 06 2. *511.36-02
3t! ? .2 -850 06 2•20^9 iE*0?
40 ? . 8 i Я20. 06 2.6Q336E-02
41 7.5, .780 06 1 . ? 7 5 5 Я E -  0 2
4 / 4.4 /16 3 0 06 5 . ■ 2 2 2 ft E -  0 3
43 5 .6 -2 6 0 ' 06 4.260056-034 7 .0 -8 2 0 06 1 . 7 3 5 5 ft F » 0 3
45 Я,9 170 06 1 . 1 0 4 4 6 E -  0 3
40 1 .1 /2 0 0 , 07 1 . .)77ftf)F-0i,
4 ' " . 4 2 5 0 07 1. 77ROE-05
48 * .7 ,160. 07 5 . , 555QF-05
SPECTRUM i n T f ROUl r T i o N PROM THE ' f O L IQ u IMC T w< sp
Ij.f(jTip!C:TlO', 4UÍI8ÍR ООВОООоЗ
OúrtOO 63 PlSS.ON Д1 2.5СИ REFi.FCTFO Ml)SP»L4 
C,tCU ATE. BY MUSPA18 COOf 06-1Y4O
«ндбьм System 
3.-01-l97j . ,
energy ev ни» is irvt•.
IN araGian 
SVSTfm
1 3 . <*nG00E-0". A.4430OF-29
? 7.3lG0nE-U1 А.гцйор.г?
3 1.5A000E UO ?, '44006-25
4 5,400006 Oy 1,'ячооЕ-гз
% 7, Z 5 0 fl 0 E w ■ í 1.iaoooe-21
6 K5*00nE VI 7.540006-20
7 ?.4пооое o: 4.9,)Я006-1в
Я 7.350006 u-. 3.19400Е-160 i,5aoo«>e ог 2.078006-14
* 0 3.40Ö00F oz 1 . 552006-12
• 1 7.3500O6 a2 *.»98006-11
* 7 ■ ,5 A Q Q QE Vs 3,'41006-09
r. 3,40000€ 03 3.7.20OK-07
1 4 7,370006 O'. 1,2оЯ0О>-О5* 5 1 .5A00 *E и.. 3.54400E-U4
". 6 3.4П00О6 »4 1,680006-03
• 7 7,::toooe V4 4.77600F-03
• A 3,5oooof 1.2 9 0 7 4 * - 0 20 3.i/O00ü6 >»5 2,55*416-02
?o ft.OnOOOl os 5.20434 c-OZ
?1 1.1Л00..Е ‘»6 4.752306-02
7 ? 3 ,9700oE 06 5.950246-02
3.2500of о ;> 3.002406-02
24 . 5,2§00,)E Oo 4.9.J20’P-03
fi.rnOOi'.E ÖÓ 5.5o 403f-04
Ш
APPENDIX 9/a




♦Ри,{р) fPgrTRUM is «OPMALT^fO rn Unit Äpg*
Г"гг= EV é.PHt < F)
1 2. *.701 Об-VI 0 . 0ftO00F-01
7 3.5756.1E-01 3.0eAA?F-28
7 7.071596-01 8.354026-274 1 .*А63ЛЕ «0 *.5*7i7f-25
5 3 ЛА19ЛЕ Vör 7.30OF3F-23
A 6.Й19106 oa. 1.512306-21
7 1 .-4 6 З1Е 01 9.?29006-20
A 1.1619)6 u; 4.3512.F-13<3 c-Z=Tw A.S1 01 ;,f 01 4.13705F-16
"0 1.446306 V2 2.678636-14
5 3 5,-.419 01 «2 . i ,7-o *4f.i<
7 6,3191OE 02 1,140366—lö7^ 1 ,u66 7Df •J3 7 . 4 9 0 4 5  F — 09
* 4 3.1419 )6 03 4.4..732F-07
‘5 4 .З1 0 1 oe ”3 1.30442F-O5
* 6 1 . -.22006 U4 ?.5?l04f-04
1 7 T.412506 04. 4.241316-04• A 1 .7*1606 O4 7.445 Jpe.04
-p 2.?S350F M; 1.238846-03
?P 2 . о 14 2 9 6 04 1.854016-03
21 - 3.547006 04 2.46840F-05
22 4.46M0E 0 4 3.'4*20f-0325 5.422606 Oa 5.9<3A27C-G5
?b 7. ,78?)E 04 * 4 .7 9 9 5 7 -.03
23 Z . .  . A.9tl70E O4 0.334*96-95
24 1.172016 05 1 . 2<sfl98g«C2
77 1 .-125,16 u5 1 .377606-02?A 1 . ’ Я1 ö OS 2.171436-02
2« 2.2333 16 05 2.27957F.02
30 2..3132, .6 OS 1.55891^-02
71 3.547*06 03 _ 4.5 34836-02
1 2 4.4.40 5 1E 05 5.7>U14e.G2
35 5 . f> ? 2 ó u E 05 7.3S483F-02
a 7.9732 F 05 8 . З3З7 1 F- 0 2
7S 8,9117ЛЕ <»S 9.1?A6í€-02
6^ 1 . , 2 2 0 1E Uo . 0.900ЧП(Г-С/237 ■ . -1 2 5 9 E 4 4 9 . SPA71c-y2
ЗА 1 .7A16CE OA 0 . J8S?Ür-'•*
39 2.2385 íE ÜA 7.877215-02
40 2.3132', E Oű 5.9i8876-02
41 3.5478,.,F OA 3.9-870F-02
•-? С.чАбЗ.Е Oo 2.57120 -02
.3 5.6 7 2 6 Г; E Oó 9.17A5 5p-03
4 4 7,П7вг.*»Е 06 4.0 4Sn6F-uS
*.5 8.911 7, E oa 0 .040006-01
46 1 ,172P‘'E 07 O.OiIOOOf-1147 ’ .4125,iE 0 7 O.OooOIf-CI
,A 1 . ’Alö )E 07 O.OooOOf-OI
> в и a i_ г г i f. F CTO* TO U Itr Д 8 F A 0 t » p “ I( F >  < Р * С Т , ц М
T-P ом. I M I*  -po ijw! T (.FT-iefiGVf 4.р;40?,р-*1
iSPUT SPFTTPijM
FN.íGY EV FLUX IS C, f V Ü
ÍN MÁGIÁN SVSTFM
1 3.-fl00:)E-«>1 1 .97O09F-24
? 7. И О Э П Е -UI *. 3|)600р-23
X 1.SAOÖuE U0 2.01700Р-21
£ ^.-ono;,e Ол a . jóiпод.го
5 7. .mno* о 0 г.02400с.1»
A 1 ,5ЯООiE 01 *.424006-12
7 З.ьЛОЗЛЕ 01 2 . О 3 3 0 0 f -1 5
Я 7*3400 iiF и* 4.42300*-)*0 1 .5 я 0 o i p и 2 2.í3790---12
0 3#чО00,,Е 02 4.*230'1f.11
' 1 7. иооое 02 г.отооос.о«
■ 7 1 .5800 iE 03 *.4-9006-08
1 3 , цПО'.мЕ из 2.94300F-0»
« 4 7.3400.16 03 3.S,10006-05
* 5 1 . ЗЯОилЕ и*. Я.243006-04
'•6 з.чПО'ЮЕ U 4 г.45800«.оз
7 7,3 4 0 0 л Е 04 я.оягооб-оз
Я * .5000 )Е 05 ’ .95412б-02
0 3.UOOOOE 05 4.3133*6-02
70 6 »ОЛООлЕ 05 Я.23191р.02
71 т . * 0 0 о .> Е Оо 1.120036-01
?? Т /  ЯОО.тЕ 06. 0.54504р.02
?4 4.Í4000F Об 4.703966.0274 5.2 5 0 0 Л Е Оо 1.100456.02
Я . S ОООг. е 06 Я.8о115б-04
IfiFNT-tlClTIOf, УШ1ЯЕВ .■01000*5'
u,,ooo ,»7 SISSiflN Д1 5. flCM REFoECTcn *IISPAIB
c {. 1 с и «те «у m u s p a l b COOP 06-1944
А 8 ' G I Н S V s г F И
5q,G1-1<>^ 3*♦*
APPENDIX 9/b
TO OPERATION NAMED FTAPE
I OUTPUT SPtCoO*
■•F*H -<Í> SPS-TSUs is K O H U U t O  TO ')>,[T ;•>£«
Г N = вОV Е V E *PH1 Ip)
1 г . 7 7')1 ЛЕ-01 л.ОилООр.С)
? 3.-5456 ,Е-01 t.6ö»*?*-2p
4 7.-.Í71S 1C-Ú1 5 .j t t i if-гз
4 1 . чА 6 3 ) Е 0 у 1.05141 с.22
5 3,1А1«ЛЕ п0 5.05145р.21
A о. о 1 и 1 л Е и ;» 1.53T0Te.1V
7 1.4*63 i t  Gl 5. НЯ2ЯР.1 т
Я 3. .*16,iE V , 1 , 4,| 5 71 р-1 5* A.ni01 Of 01 5.071406-1** fl * ,0.66 3 .E и? 1.50744р.12- 1 3.161G*»f 02 5.0«677р.11
1 ? 0.M91 )E и2 1.402в?Р-Л94 1 . .АбЗиг 03 5.044426-08* 4 3 ч 3 -4 19 .> 6 «3 1.»115*6-04* 4 A.Sl910E из T.o?45Te.05’ 6 • , ' , ? г ъ , Е  и. 3.5Я120Е.0*
* 7 1.4125ЛЕ и. *.0323*6-04* Я 1.7Я16ЛЕ о .28043p-04• 0 ?.2t35flE U4 1.34-38»F-03
го ‘2.61ö 7.iE 04 1,871436-03
21 3.5474,)Е 04 7.5Я415р-05
? А . ч А Ы  íF 0.4 3.7?237e , í524 5.ü ??6,E С*. 5.15*416.0»
74 7,1. • 7 Д 2 •, F О 4 *.9*1026-03
7§ 4.0117аЕ 04 0.41Д31р.ОЗ76 3.1 7 2 0 »*5 1 . 253**6-02
77 •.4125 .Е U5 1,ö 4*726-0 27 Я 1 , 7А1 * Е U3 2.1*51 Яр-02
2.2435 *Е 05 7.814296-02
30 г. >132 .6 ‘Ő 3 ,»37Я*с.02
• 1 3.547-ír.F 03 4.*2*436-02? 4,4 6 6 3 Л F 0 3 5,*4P24F-02
<4 5,о726 )с 05 7 ,ЗЯ7*Зб-02
ЗА 7. ,782,3? 05 Я.3*7*1р-о2
34 л.С117,)Е 05 0.234236-02
36 1.1720 >Е и* 1.01*296-01
37 * .4125.»* и/ 9**75356.02
ЗА 1 ."Я14 )Е 06 Я.9иЯ*4Р.02
Z 0  _ 2.8Г335ЛС «6 7.4Я391Р.02-0 2.А1Я2 .Е Об 5.2*705р.ог
2.1 3.347ЯОЕ Ч й *.*з*2яр.ог
-7 4.4А63.Е Об 7.3*7096.02
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APPENDIX 10
TO OPERATION NAM ED DOSEVA (1)
RESPONSE of A OOSiMfcTFR
J NPUT response
1MOMOOO RESPONSE OF THE A I. P E D 0 DOSIMETER 
BY HARvFY-HtlDP-TO'.'WSEHO 
OIstAni-e prom the bOOv is ? ГН
NUMBER of THE INPUT POINTS is 75 ♦ THFRMAl. data
DATA WERE RfAp FROM T“E CURVE 
data Ape GIVEN in RELATIVE UNITS
Energy ev response
I 3.400e-01 1 . 5 0 E 012 7.330c1-01 . 2.01OE 01
3 1 . 3 8 о E 00 2.180E 014 3.400E 00 2.270E 01
5 7.3 30 F 00 2,7.906 01
6 1.580 F 01 2.250E 017 3.4C0E 01 2.-20E 018 7.3 30‘ 01 1 .<'806 019 1 .S BQ E 02 1,*406 0110 3.400E 02 1 . 7 6 0 E 0111 7,7 30 j 02 1.7606 0112 1,580E 03 1.7306 0113 3.400f 03 1,7006 0114 7.330r 03 1 .5506 01
15 1,580f 04 9 ,9 0 0 E 001 6 3.400E 04 5.100E 0*1 7 7.330s 04 2.000E 0018 1.500F fl 5 1.O00E 0019 З.ПП0Е 05 7.OO0E-01
20 6 . noor 05 6.0006-■0121 1.100? 04 4.0006-01
22 1 .9 5 0 E 06 3.5006-0123 3.750c 06 2.8006-0124 5.250? 06 2.10 0 E-01
25 8.5 0 0 F 06 1.4006*01
TR ANSEOROaTел RESPONSE
ENERGY fV
1 2 . 1 7 0 Ю Е - О 1
2 3.53560E-01
3 7.071 50 E-01
4 1.46630E 00
5 3.16190E 00
6 6 8191 0 E 00
7 1,46630E 01
8 3.16190E 01
9 6.819106 0 ’
10 1.46630E 02





16 1 . 1 2200E 04
17 1 4125PE 04
18 1.78160E 04








27 1 .41 750E 05
























1 , 8 5 4 4 3 6  01 
1 , 9 g 9 4 8 E  01 
2 , 1 S71BE 01 
2 . 2 5 B 2 3 E  01 
2 . 2 R 7 4 0 E  01 
2 . 2 5 5 3 7 E  01 
2 . 1 3 7 0 1 E  01 
1 . 9 9 8 7OF 01







1.100746 01 9.36*316 00 





























RESPOnSE-eUnCTIEiN iNTfRPOIjTION IS TERMINATED
INPUT RESPONSE
ENERGY € V Response
1 3 . 4 0 0 0 0 E - 0 1 1 . 8 5 0 0 0 F  01
7 7 . 3 3 0 0 0 E - 0 1 2 . 0 1 0 0 0 E  01
5 1 . 5Л00ОЕ 00 2 , 1 RftOOE 01
L 3 . 400.Ö0E 00 2 . 2 7 Л 0 0 Е  01
5 7 .3 3 0 0 0 E 00 2 • 2QO00E 01
6 1 .SAOOi lE 01 7 . 2 5 0 0 0 b 01
7 3 . 4  ft 0 0 0 E 01 2 . 1 2 0 0 0 B  01
A 7 . 3 3 0 0 0 E 01 1 .9Rft0 0 e 01
0 1 . SROOftE 02 1 . 8 4 0 0 0 E  01
1 0 3.4ПООЛЕ 02 1 . 7 6 00 0E  01
11 7 . 3 3 0 0 0 E 02 1 ■ Тб ft 00 F 01
1 7 1 , 5800O6 03 1 . 730 0 0 B 01
1! 3 . 4 П 0 0Л Е 03 I . To f t OOE  01
1 4 7 . 3 3 0 0 O E 03 1 . 5 5 O 0 0 E  01
1 5 1 . SROOftE 0 4 9 .Vf t f t f tOE 00
1 A 3 . 4 П 0 0 П Е 04 s . i n n o o E  oo
1 7 7 . 3  3 0 0 ft E 04 2 .  OftftOOE 00,
1 A 1 . 5 ft 0 0 ft E 05 1 .0ОПО0Е 00lO 3 . OftOOftE 05 7.Ű0f t 00E- 01
7 0 A, ftftOOftE 05 6 . 0 0 0 0 0 E - 0 1
7 1 1 .1 ft 0 0 ft E Oft A . OooOOB- 01
7 7 1 , 9  SOOftF Oá 3 . 5 f t f t O 0F - 0 1
• 7 1 3 ,2 5 0 0 ft E 06 2 .8 f t f t f tOE- 01
7 U 5.2ВООПЕ 06 2.1OO00E.01
?5 R. SftOOftE 06 1 .4OO00B-01
reading Oe a-dosimeter 
used spectrum
I D E N T I F I C A T I O N  N U M B E R  0 0 0 0 0 0 7 0OpoOO 70 vInCa.HEAVY MaTEr mOOERATFD rFaCtoR srECtrUM
Input.neutron fscaping/core neutron 
ArrIVfO In I960
Uef EnR InTERlOMPaRISqn IN VInGA, 1973.**
USED rESpQNSf
IDENTIFICATION number 1 MOD I0OO
ImoDIuOO RESphnSf of THE ALBEDO ;i(1SIMFTER 
S\ HArVEY-MU0u»TOUNSEnD
Distance from THE BODY is г CM
number of the input Points is ?5 * Thfrmal Oata
Data IJERE READ FROM The curve
Data sRE given IN RELATIVE UNITS
• APPENDIX 11/a
TO OPERAI ION N A M ED  DOSEVA (2 )
OUTPUT RESPONSE
e n e r g y Ev Response
1 2.17010E-01 ft.OftftOOE-01
7 3,5356ftE-0l 1.85443E 015 7.О715ЛЕ-01 1.9oo48e 01
4 1.46630E 00 2.15718f 01
5 3.1Al9ftE 00 7.2 5 R 2 3 E 01A 6.8l91ftE 00 7.2R740E 01
7 1.4А63ПЕ 01 7.25537E 01
A 3.1 A19 ft E 01 7.13701E 019 6 .6191 OE 01 1.9OR20E 01
* 0 1.4А63ПЕ 02 1.85R79B Ö1
1 1 3 . 1A19ftE 02 1.77047b 01
* 7 6.819ЮЕ 02 1.76O00B 01
* 5 1.46630E 03 1.73403b 01
1 4 3.1А19ПЕ 03 1,70392B 01
1 A 6.0191OE 03 1.S6950B 01
1 6 1 .17200E 04 1.20781B 01
1 7 1.4125ЛЕ 04 1.10074B 01
A 1 . 7 я 1 6 Л E 04 0.36831B 00
19 2.2 3 8 5 ft E 04 8.16330B 00
?0 2,Й182ftE 04 6.63467b 00
? y 3.5478ПЕ 04 4.98341b 00
7 7 4.4663 ПЕ 04 4,25890F 00
? t 5.6226ЛЕ 04 3.34680b ÖŰ
?4 7.0782ftE 04 7.16862F 00?5 8,911 7 ft E 04 1,79378b 00
76 1 .1720ftE 05 1.6Q283B 00
77 ■ 1.4125ПЕ 05 1.11408B 00
?A 1.7Я160Е US о.43680F-01
?9 2.2385ftE 05 Я.52300b.01
4 0 2.3182ПЕ 05 7.36360B-01
31 3.5478,IE 05 6,81740B-01
3? 4.4663ftE 05 6.51123E.01
33 5.6226,IE 05 6.17580B-01
34 7.07820E 05 5.56872B-01
35 8.6117ftE 05 4.83532F-013 6 1 .1 7 2 0 ft E 06 3.68706F.01
37 1 .41?50E 06 3.8i*i8b-01
l * 1.7Я1 6ftE 06 3.5OO06B-0139 7,2 3 8 5 ft E 06 3.34465b.01
40 _ 2.3l82ftE 06 3.03751E-01
41 3.5478ftE 06 ?,69 577b.01
L 7 4.4663 ftE 06 7 .37430B.01
/.3 5.6726ПЕ Об 2.01975B-01
44 7.0782ftE 06 1,7o623b-01
45 8/9117ftE Об 0.OooOOF-01
1 .1 720ftE 07 0. OoooOB.OI
47 1.425,)E 07 o.Ooooob-oi
4 A 1.7816ftE 07 O.OooOOb-01T К F Й * Д I Pi S P O n SE: 19,, 5 0 0 0
s u m  Of DOsE: 7.23615в-п7
R A О I N G 0: THE DOSIMETER: 7.69438E DO
SUM CRPSP*-o S E ) /SUM<DOSE)
input spectrum
ENERGY EV E.PHI (P)
PER 1.00000
l e t h a r g y i n te r v a l
1 1.OO000E-U1 2 .8ftft 00 F 00? 1.600006-01 3.35 no OF 003 2 . o«o oo E* o i З.боооОЕ 00
A 3 . oooooe- oi З.ОооООЕ 005 5.ОЛ00ПЕ-01 A.35OO0F 00A 8.0O00OE-U1 4.65000F 00
7 1 •OftOOoE 00 А.75П00Е 00A 1 .AOOOoF 00 4.85000g 000 2.00000E 00 A.OftftOOE 00
1 0 з . ооооле oo 4.9f t f t00g 00
11 A.OOOOOE 00 A.9 5 ft 0 0 g 00
1 7 6 ,0ft000E oo 5,'OooOOg 00
‘ 3 8 , OftOOlE 00 5.05000g 00- A 1 .OOOOOE 01 5 , 1 OOOOE 001 5 1 .6 ft00ftE O', 5.15OO0E 00
6 7.00000E 01 5.2f t000£ 00' 7 A.OftOOoE 01 S.AooOOg 00' A 1 . OftOOoE ог 5.SftftOOg 001 0 г . oftoooE ог s.6f t f toog oo
S.OOOOOE 02 5 . 7 SftOOg 00
21 l.rtOOOflE 03 5.850C0E 00,'7 2 . OftOOoE 03 5 .9 ft ft 0 0 E 00
t>3 5 . OftOOoE 03 5 .9 7 ft00g 00? A 7 . OftOOftE 03 A. OftftOOE 00
75 1 .OftOOftE 0* A.03000E 00
76 2 .0ft001)E 04 A. 08O00g 007 7 4 . OftOOftE Ü4 ft.lOOOOF 00,>A 0 . OftOOftE Oa ft. l ftOOOg 00
70 8 . OftOOftE 04 A.12000g 0030 1 .OftOOftE 05 A. 1 5000F 00
31 1 . AftOOftE 05 A . 1 8ft00g 00
7? 2 , OftOOftE 05 A.OOOOOg 00
33 7.5000<,E 05 5. 850006 00
ЗА 3 . OftOOftE 05 5 . 9 OOOOE 00
35 A.OftOOoE 05 A.Ű2OO0F 00
36 5 . OftOOftE 05 A . 2 000 0 F 0037 f t , OOOOnE 05 A.OOOOOg 003 A 7 . 0 ft000E 05 5 , 2 50 0 OF 003° 8 . 0 ft000E 05 5. 15000g 00
AO 0 . OftOOoE 05 5.35000F 00
A1 1. OftOOftE Oft 5 . 55000g 00
4? 1 • SftOOoE 06 s . esooof 00A3 2 . OftOOftE Oft 5 . 5 5о00E 00AA A. OftOOOE Oft P.OgftOOg 00
AS A. OftOOftE 0(j 9 .800005-01
A 6 9 . OftOOftE Oft 0 . 1 O000F-01
a.7 1 . OftOOftE 07 9 . OOOOOF-Ol
APPENDIX 11 lb
TO OPERATION NAM ED DOSEVA (2 )
OUTPUT SPECTRUM
»- * P И t (E) r p í c TRUh IS NORMíLIZrO TO UntT a r e a




A 1.aa63oe oo 2.1 0005 g-*02
S 3.1A190F 00 2.17178g-024 6.819106 OQ 2.170366-027 1.A6630E 01 7.221536-02A 3.1A190E 01 7.2o *20F-020 6.819106 01 ?.35474g.0210 1.4A630E 02 2.397816-02
11 3,1 A19 ft E 02 2.446006-02
1? ft,8191OE 02 2.So1466-02
13 1 . Í.A630E 03 . 2,539046-02
1 A 3,1 A19 о E 03 2.567306-02
Í 3 6.Й1910Е 03 7. 5o?63g.02
16 1.172Q0E Oa 2.60941g-02• 7 1 .4125OE 04 7.A15696.02
Í A 1.7ft16оE Oa 7.6? 3A7F-02
19 2.2385ftE 04 7 . f t  70 4 2F-02?0 2.81 82i)E 04 7.63193g.02
71 3.5а7ЯоЕ O4 7.63S08F-02
?? 4.4A630E 04 7.637046-02
?1 5.67260E 04 7.637046.02
7  A 7.0T820E Oa 7.ft4l70g.0225 8.9117«? 04 7.651606-0276 1.12200E 05 7.6A761g-02
? 7 1.412SftE 05 2.670006-02
? A 1.7Я160Е 05 7,6p?13F-0279 2.23850E 05 7.5a788e.02
30 2,81820E 05 7.547726-0231 3 . ) 4 7 8 0 £ 05 7.578996-02
3 7 4.46630E 0> 7.658746-02
33 5.6726ft E 05 7.62A44g.02
"* A 7 . 0 7 8 2 , 4  05 2.2A620g.02
'5 8,9117oE OS 7.3o518g-02
• 6^ 1 .1P200E Oft 7.409826-02
3 7 1,412SoE 06 7.454946-02
3Ä 1.78141E Of, 7,4i815 g-0230 2.238506 Oo 7.2i8846-02
aO 2.31820E Об 1,75028F-02
41 3.547806 06 1.27832F-02
L7 A.4A630E Oo 7.78571F-03
A3 5,6 728 0E Oft 5.10941F-03
AA 7.07820E Об 4.177796-03
4A Я.ОЦ7ПЕ 06 3.947856-03A6 t . 1720,IF 07 0.OftftOOg-01
A 7 1.412S0E 07 0.OoOOOc-01AA 1.7816,IE 07 fl.OonOOE-01
NORMA i » Z I <• G factor to unit area Of E»pm<g) spec г rum























RESPONSE: + DOSE: 0 READING: 0.269E 01




TO OPERATION NAMED DOSEVA (2)
J__ L о o , o  о  o . o  о  o  o  о  o  o  о  о_ll__I__I__ I__L_J__ I__I__I__ I__I.L—J--
„• ♦
T++ **У •*"*!+++'Hit I_I__ L
10-2 .10 10 10
RESPONSE NO: 1 MOD1000
2 3
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